Year R

Easter Learning Pack 3
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 1

map  sat  pat

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 2

Read the words and match the picture to the word.

pin
sat
tin
tan
nap
man
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 3

top  dog  pop

log  can  cot

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 4

kick  sock  sack

pick  sick  pack

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 4

ticket  pocket  pet

ten  net  pen

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 4

rat  
rag  
cup  

rocket  
carrot  
rug  

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

him  big  rabbit

hot  fit  puff

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

his  back  bell

fin  fan  leg

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

hop  bad  fun

cuff  lit  fill

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

hit  bag  fog

sell  doll  tell

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

hug  bug  bun

fig  hiss  boss

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

bus  bit  bat
mess  kiss  pass

Read the words and match the picture to the word.
I Can Read! Phase 2 Set 5

huff  

fat  

beg  

lap  

ass  

off

Read the words and match the picture to the word.